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A relatively new jewelry cat-

egory appealing to young
women all over the country is
a variation of yesteryear's bold

T

his season, bracelets are bigger,
necklaces are bolder, rings and

earrings are brighter, and every-

ear cuff. Today'sversion, called

thing is lighter and more comfortable to

an ear climber or ear vine, can

wear.

be edgy or elegant depending

Dramatic necklaces are very popular
because they offer volume without look-

on your sense of style.
This latest fashion accessory

ing or feeling heavy. Designs created

has been spotted on A-list

with delicate festoons of silver mesh with

celebrities, Halle Berry and Jen-

cascadesof pearls, colored gemstones, or

nifer Lawrence. Modern ear

nets of sparking diamonds will add an

climbers are a chic alternative

airy, dramatic, yet easy-wearing look.

to everyday matching earrings.

Eye-catching rings and earrings are a
fashion favorite this summer. Big, bold,

August Birthstones

party-ready rings are available in a re-

Peridot and Sardonyx

markable array of inventive designs, fea-

Courage and happiness are

turing vivid colored gems or dazzling

the two individual attributes

diamonds. Modern, oversized earring

thought to be bestowed upon

styles of either karat gold or sterling silver

those of August birth by these
two historic gemstones. Beau-

offer a lighter look in popular dangly
drops or big open hoop designs.

tiful, transparent, olive-green

Impossible-to-miss bracelets in glit-

peridot has been a popular
gem of women for over 3,000

tering gold and sparkling silver are a
must-have accessory.Oversized, bold de-

years. While the opaque, red-

signs can stand alone or be layered in

dish brown sardonyx, which is

varying widths, often embellished in col-

a form of precious quartz, has

orful enamel or gems for a fashion for-

been a favorite for men'ssignet

ward look.

rings since Roman times.
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This summer, be bold ... go light and
bright but be sure to do it in a big way!
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